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Abstract

We have been developing an advanced general-purpose computational mechanics system, named ADVEN-
TURE, which is designed to be able to analyze a model of arbitrary shape with a 10–100 million de-
grees of freedom (DOFs) mesh, and additionally to enable parametric and nonparametric shape optimization.
Domain-decomposition-based parallel algorithms are implemented in pre-processes (domain decomposition),
main processes (system matrix assembling and solutions) and post-process (visualization), respectively. The
hierarchical domain decomposition method with a pre-conditioned iterative solver (HDDM) is adopted in the
main processes as one of the major solution techniques. Module-based architecture of the system with stan-
dardized I=O format and libraries are also developed and employed to attain <exibility, portability, extensibility
and maintainability of the whole system. This paper describes some key technologies employed in the system,
and shows some latest results including elastic stress analysis of a precise three-dimensional (3D) model of
a nuclear reactor vessel with a 60 million DOF mesh on Hitachi SR2201 (1024 PEs), and nonparametric
shape optimization of a support structure for an express way with a one million DOF mesh on a PC cluster
(10 PEs).
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1. Introduction

Various general-purpose computational mechanics systems have been developed in the last three
decades to quantitatively evaluate mechanical=physical phenomena such as deformation of solid, heat
transfer, <uid <ow and electromagnetics. Nowadays, such systems are regarded as infrastructural tools
for the present industrialized society. The existing systems, however, cannot be used with massively
parallel processors (MPPs) with the order of 100–10,000 processing elements (PEs), which are about
to dominate the high-performance computing market in the 21st century, as they were developed for
single-processor computers, which took leadership an age ago. Neither can the current systems be
used in heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing environments, because they can deal with
only medium-scale problems with millions DOFs at most.

The ADVENTURE project [3,25] is one of the research projects in the “Computational Science
and Engineering” Ield selected for the “Research for the Future (RFTF)” Program sponsored by the
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) [25,4]. In the project, we have been developing
an advanced general-purpose computational mechanics system named ADVENTURE since August
1997. The system is designed to be able to analyze a three-dimensional (3D) Inite element model
of arbitrary shape with a 10–100 million DOF mesh, and additionally to enable parametric and
nonparametric shape optimization.

In this paper, we Irst describe a design concept of the ADVENTURE system, and then explain
some key technologies implemented in it, i.e. (a) hierarchical-domain-decomposition-based parallel
solution algorithm, (b) parallel domain decomposer, (c) parallel visualization, (d) standardized I=O
format and libraries, and (e) shape optimization. Finally, we show some latest analysis results in-
cluding an elastic stress analysis of a precise 3D model of a nuclear reactor vessel with a 60 million
DOF mesh on Hitachi SR2201 (1024 PEs), and shape optimization of a support structure for an
express way with a one million DOF mesh.

2. Design concept of the system

2.1. Requirements for next-generation general-purpose computational mechanics systems

When we initiated the ADVENTURE project, we Irst summarized issues to be solved in next-
generation general-purpose computational mechanics systems as follows:

(1) capability to perform a precise analysis of a whole structure using a 107–108 DOF mesh,
(2) high parallel performance in massively parallel processors (MPPs) with 102–104 processing

elements (PEs),
(3) portability among various kinds of parallel and distributed environments ranging from PC cluster

to MPPs,
(4) uni-phenomenon analyses, coupled analyses, design analyses in a parallel and distributed envi-

ronment in an eJcient and uniIed manner, and
(5) extensibility and maintainability.

To resolve these issues simultaneously, we have decided to develop in the project the advanced general-
purpose computational mechanics system for large-scale analysis and design, named ADVENTURE.
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2.2. Design and development strategies

As will be described in Section 3, the ADVENTURE system has employed a hierarchical domain-
decomposition-based massively parallel algorithm as one of the major solution algorithms in order
to eJciently handle a huge-scale Inite element model with 10–100 million DOFs. In addition, the
following strategies for design and development of the system have been employed:

(1) module-based architecture,
(2) standardized I=O format and libraries to collaborate modules in an eJcient and uniIed manner,
(3) object-oriented design and programming for each module, and
(4) commodity technologies in hardware as well as software.

Conventional computational mechanics systems such as NASTRAN have increased their program
size to the order of million lines, and become very complicated software through long histories of
program development over 20 years. As a result, it has been a very hard task to even slightly modify
their source programs in order to adjust them for version-up of operating system (OS) or to add
a little amount of lines for new function. A tremendous amount of eKorts has been put to pursue
such tasks in daily development. This is one of the main reasons, why it is very diJcult to develop
eJcient parallel versions of conventional computational mechanics systems [5].

Even in the case of the ADVENTURE system, it is easily imagined that its total system size
would reach the order of sub-million lines, considering a variety of functions to be implemented
in it. Furthermore, yearly version-up of the system would be indispensable, according to yearly
version-up of parallel computing environments. Thus, keeping extensibility and maintainability of
the system is one of the critical issues.

Considering the above aspects, we have decided to employ module-based architecture of the sys-
tem together with standardized I=O format and libraries [21,12]. Each portion of the system requiring
diKerent background knowledge, theory, algorithm and programming style is packed into an indepen-
dent module. Fig. 1 illustrates the module structure of the ADVENTURE system. The pre-process
modules include surface patch generators which convert geometry model data into a collection of
triangular or quadrilateral surface patch data, a tetrahedral mesh generator [24,27], a hexahedral
mesh generator [28,22], an attachment tool of boundary conditions and material properties onto the
mesh, and a domain decomposer of a Inite element model. The main process modules include an
implicit elastic–plastic analysis module [11,16], a thermal-<uid analysis module, a magnetic analysis
module [6], an explicit impact analysis module, and a rigid plastic analysis module. The post-process
module is for visualization of analysis results [18]. Each module is an independent software and its
program size is limited to approximately thousands to 30,000 lines, so that each module could be
kept manageable by one expert engineer.

There are two main reasons why we newly develop standardized I=O format and libraries. First,
diKerent main modules deal with diKerent mechanics variables, while their relevant Inite element
models must be decomposed into a number of subdomains using a unique domain-decomposer
module. To perform this process eJciently irrespective of mechanics, it is necessary to standardize
I=O format and libraries. Second, the ADVENTURE system is basically required to deal with a large
scale of Inite element models with 10–100 million DOF mesh in various parallel and distributed
computing environments. For this purpose, it is also indispensable to achieve eJcient data I=O and
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Fig. 1. Module-based architecture.

data transfer. The developed I=O system is named ADVENTURE IO, which will be described in
detail in the next section. Employing the ADVENTURE IO also provides great beneIt to coupled
analyses [21,14] and design optimization calculations [26], in both of which eJcient connection of
several diKerent modules is required. This feature will also be explained later.

Other design strategies of the project are to employ only commodity technologies in hardware
as well as software, and not to employ any special tools or options. To make R& D processes
in software projects eJcient, it is usual to employ certain commercial tools, middleware and=or
compiling options. However, considering the fact that application programs like CAE systems could
have a longer life than those tools and environments, such a strategy of employing various tools
and special environments might bring a kind of risk into the project. Sometimes licence of these
tools limits the distribution of developed programs. To avoid such risk as much as possible, we have
decided to employ only commodity technology in hardware as well as software, and not to employ
any special tools or options. In the project, C and C++ are fundamental programming languages to
build pre-, main and post-processing modules. MPI is utilized for communication among processors.
Operating systems (OS) employed are Unix=Linux. OpenGL and Motif are adopted to deal with
graphical data. In the project, we develop a minimum set of GUI and put most eKorts to build
kernel parts of the system. We expect that some private companies will build high-quality GUI
for the ADVENTURE system, considering speciIc needs for potential applications and users. As
described later, it is also essential that if required, all analyses can be performed fully automatically
without any intervention by users. To do so, each module is designed to run by command-based
operation as well. Although most modules have been developed by us from the start, only one
exception is that graph partition tools named METIS and PartMETIS [7,8], which were developed in
the University of Minnesota, have been employed as a kernel of the hierarchical domain decomposer
of mesh. This is because these are eJcient and high-quality software, and furthermore freely used
when used for non-proIt purpose.
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Fig. 2. Flow of HDDM for elastic–plastic analysis.

3. Key technologies

3.1. Parallel solver: hierarchical domain decomposition method (HDDM)

In domain decomposition methods (DDM), an analysis model, i.e., a Inite element mesh with
boundary conditions and material properties, is subdivided into a number of subdomains. Yagawa
and Shioya proposed a hierarchical technique to implement the DDM on MPPs [23]. This technique
was named the hierarchical domain decomposition method (HDDM). In this method, a group of
processing elements (PEs) are subdivided into three sub-groups: one Grand Parent PE (Grand Parent),
several Parent PEs (Parent=Parents), and many Child PEs (Child=Children). For implicitly solving
the linear algebraic equations derived from the FEM, a simple substructure-based conjugate gradient
(CG) method (the primal substructuring method) [2] is adopted. It was reported in Ref. [2] that the
convergence property of this method is not so good compared with the dual substructuring methods
such as the Inite element tearing interconnection (FETI), especially when solving ill-conditioned
problems such as large-scale thin structures with less constraints. Therefore, we are now implementing
a pre-conditioner named balancing domain decomposition (BDD) [10] into the HDDM [16].

Fig. 2 shows the schematic data <ow among the three groups of PEs, i.e., Grand Parent, Parents
and Children [11]. An analysis model is also subdivided into several “parts” whose number is the
same as the number of Parents, and then each part is subdivided into a number of subdomains.
Fig. 3 shows an example of hierarchically decomposed mesh for a simpliIed pressure vessel model.
Each Parent stores in its memory a set of the part data, i.e., a number of sets of subdomain data.
Each subdomain data includes coordinates of nodes, connectivities of elements, material properties,
and information on subdomain interfaces. In nonlinear analyses of solid, stresses and displacements
are stored in the Parents as well. In a dynamic workload balancing mode as shown in Fig. 4 [23],
an analysis is performed in the following. All the Children are dynamically allocated to the Parents,
and the data associated with a subdomain stored in the Parents are sent to the Children. Each
Child receives the data of one subdomain, conducts the computation associated with it, and sends its
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Fig. 3. Parts and subdomains of a simpliIed reactor vessel model.
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Fig. 4. Arrangement of PEs in HDDM and dynamic workload balancing process.

analysis results back to the Parents. The Grand Parent manages the following computation processes:
check of the status of Parents and Children, and assignment of Children to Parents, and judgement
of convergence of the iterative method.

The main features of the HDDM are summarized as follows:

(1) The number of Children is arbitrarily chosen when it is smaller than that of subdomains. As a
result, it is possible for a user to change the number of PEs without changing that of subdomains.
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(2) Dynamic workload balancing can be automatically achieved, if desired.
(3) Large-scale analysis data can be easily handled by increasing the number of Parents.
(4) A small number of Parents take care of disk I=O.
(5) Excellent parallel performance over 90% can be attained on MPPs.

We are now developing several kinds of main modules for elastic-plasticity, i.e., ADVENTURE
Solid [11], rigid plasticity, i.e., ADVENTURE Forge, explicit impact, i.e., ADVENTURE Impact
[15], incompressible <uid <ow, ADVENTURE Fluid and magnetics, i.e., ADVENTURE Magnetic
[6]. Common functions related to Inite elements are programmed as class libraries named libFEM.

3.2. Parallel domain decomposer

The requirements for domain decomposer are summarized as follows:

(1) Performance: There is a trade-oK relation between processing speed and memory-use. In the
project, we emphasize on the eJcient use of memory rather than processing time reduction so as to
deal with extra-large-scale meshes of millions to 100 million DOFs.

(2) Minimizing the number of inner boundary conditions: As described in the previous section,
the present DDM employs an iterative solution algorithm such as a preconditioned CG method. It
is well known that when analyzing the same FE problem using such an iterative DDM, the fewer
the inner boundary conditions, the fewer the number of iterations to reach convergence. Therefore,
minimizing the number of inner boundary conditions is very important to shorten a whole calculation
time.

(3) Balancing sizes of subdomains: Although the present DDM has a feature of dynamic workload
balancing during calculation [11,23], it is still desirable that the sizes of subdomains are well balanced
to avoid unnecessary asynchronous overhead.

Several algorithms and software that can decompose an FE mesh into a number of subdomains
have been developed so far in the literature. We have adopted the METIS code [7] and its parallel
version ParMETIS [8], both of which are graph-partition packages that meet both the requirements
(2) and (3). Although ParMETIS can partition graphs distributed over multiple processors, it has
some limitation such that it can decompose graphs into only the same number of partitions as that of
the processes working in the MPI environment. However, when solving a 100 million DOF problem,
it is necessary to decompose an FE mesh into thousands of subdomains which are much larger than
the number of available processes. Thus, using METIS and ParMETIS as kernel, we have developed a
parallel domain decomposition module named ADVENTURE Metis, which can create hierarchically
decomposed model data, i.e., parts and subdomains (see Fig. 3). The present domain decomposition
process consists of the following Ive phases as shown in Fig. 5. Each phase is fully parallelized.

(1) Pre->lter phase: An input FE mesh is converted into a graph, in which element is assigned
to node of the graph and element connectivity is assigned to edge of the graph. Since the next
partitioning-1 phase is performed with ParMETIS, the generated graph is distributed to multiple
processors.

(2) Partitioning-1 phase: The graph obtained in the Pre-Ilter phase is partitioned into several
sub-graphs named Parts by ParMETIS. This process is performed in parallel owing to an intrinsic
feature of ParMETIS.
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Fig. 5. Parallel domain decomposition.

(3) Converter phase: The data of the original FE mesh such as coordinates are localized in each
partitioned part, and then inner boundary conditions between the parts are generated.

(4) Partitioning-2 phase: The localized graphs are partitioned with METIS. This process is per-
formed in parallel as well.

(5) Post->lter phase: The graphs partitioned in the previous phases are regenerated into subdo-
mains which correspond to the HDDM model. Inner boundary conditions among subdomains are
generated and added to each subdomain. The Inal outputs are arranged into the same number of
Iles as that of the processors.

3.3. Parallel visualization

Visualization for large-scale analyses of millions to 100 million DOFs requires an excessive amount
of calculation and memory to be performed on a single processor system. For example, a problem
with 10 million DOFs requires a memory of 3 GB to store the mesh itself. Thus parallel processing
is also indispensable in the visualization process. In the ADVENTURE project, we have employed a
client-server system for visualization [9], where a large number of analysis results are managed on a
back-ended parallel environment, i.e., slaves, and both receiving user’s requests and displaying image
data are dealt with in a front-ended processor, i.e., master. As described in Section 3.2, the domain
decomposer already generates the hierarchically decomposed data, i.e., several parts and numerous
subdomains. The main solvers use them in their parallel calculations. The visualization module
developed in the project also uses the same decomposed data, which are distributed on the back-ended
parallel environment such as a PC cluster. Fig. 6 shows a typical computing environment for the
present visualization module named ADVENTURE Visual. In this module, a rendering process is
dealt with in a single front-ended PE. If the amount of this process increases in accordance with
further increase of model scale, it will be necessary to parallelize this process as well.

A front-ended PC receives a user’s request for visualization via GUI or command-based operation,
which is transferred into the back-ended PC cluster. The PC cluster performs most procedures starting
from the calculation of physical quantities till the extraction of graphics primitives subdomain data
by subdomain data in parallel. Then the extracted graphics primitives are transferred back to the
front-ended PC. Rendering is Inally performed there, i.e., the user operates the displayed object by
zooming, rotating or shifting in a view space.

Another issue to be considered in the visualization of large-scale analyses is the trade-oK be-
tween the number of calculations and the resolution of obtained image. Spatial resolution of a very
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Fig. 6. A typical computing environment for ADVENTURE Visual.

large-scale model often exceeds that of display monitor. In addition, even if the graphics primitives
are quickly extracted due to parallel processing, there is some possibility that the rendering pro-
cess on a front-ended processor is saturated due to a concentration of a huge amount of graphics
data. For these reasons, the visualization should be performed, considering the resolution of monitor
to be used. In the project, we have employed a method to simplify surface patches, based on a
level-of-detail information. The current version of the ADVENTURE Visual module can visualize
surface contours, cross section and iso-surfaces [18].

3.4. Standardization of I=O

Characteristics of I=O data for large-scale computational mechanics analyses are summarized as
follows:

(1) data size is very huge,
(2) the data must be dealt with in various types of parallel and distributed environments,
(3) the number of data Iles increases, and
(4) most of the data are of domain-decomposition type.

To eJciently handle such data with characteristics (1)–(3), we have developed “Media Inde-
pendent Document” as a container of the data [12]. To eJciently deal with domain-decomposition
type data for various kinds of mechanics analyses, i.e., characteristic (4), we have also developed a
generalized I=O format [12].

The Media Independent Document (simply called the Document in this paper) can exist anywhere
in a parallel and distributed environment, i.e., memory or Iles on hard disks of computers connected
through a network. As shown in Fig. 7, the Document consists of the following two portions: the
“Property” portion and the “Raw Data” portion. Stored in the Property portion are control data, the
number of items stored in the Raw Data portion, labels and units of the data. The format of the
Property portion is rather simple, i.e., key = value, where the value can be randomly accessed using
the key. The Raw Data portion stores a huge amount of data such as nodal constraints, and connec-
tivities of elements and analysis results in a binary format. These data can be accessed by several
functions prepared in I=O libraries. The byte order of the binary data is uniIed to Little Endian.
DiKerent endian types among diKerent hardware architectures are taken care of by the I=O libraries.
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Fig. 7. Structure of media-independent document.

[Properties] 
content_type=FEGenericAttribute 
num_items=Number of Records 
format=<value>’s format [((i|f)Number of Bytes)+] 
fega_type=(All)?(Node|Element)(Variable|Constant) 
label=Name with Physical Meaning (ex. Young, Poisson) 
dd_option=Option for DomainDecomposer 
index_byte=Number of Bytes of index (Usually 4(Bytes) because of int32))
(8 byte integer for ultra large scale problem) 
[Data] 
if fega_type=All(Node|Element)Variable 
<value> x num_items 
if fega_type=All(Node|Element)Constant 
<value> x 1 
if fega_type=(Node|Element)Variable 
(<value>, <value>)  x num_items  
if fega_type=All(Node|Element)Variable 
<value>, <value> x num_items  

Fig. 8. Media-independent document including FEGA.

Various kinds of input data are required to pass through the domain decomposer described in
Section 3.2. To avoid complex speciIcation for the domain decomposer, depending on diKerent
main modules, the model data other than the mesh are generalized in the following. The data used
in a Inite element analysis consist of a mesh, i.e., nodes and elements, and the data attached on
to the mesh such as initial conditions, boundary conditions, material properties and analysis results.
The latter data are attached to either nodes or elements. They can be abstracted in terms of the
following eight general data types.

fega type = (all)?(node | element)(variable | constant):

For example, “NodeVariable” type means that some diKerent sets of data in the same format are
attached on to several nodes. The eight kinds of generalized data types are called FEGA (Finite
Element Generic Attributes). The FEGA is similar to the UCD (Unstructured Cell Data) format of
the commercial visualization software, AVS. The FEGA is stored in the Property portion of the
FEGA document as shown in Fig. 8. Sets of data are stored in the Raw Data portion. The domain
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Fig. 9.

decomposer of the ADVENTURE system can process any kinds of Inite element model data once
they are speciIed with the FEGA.

The ADVENTURE IO [12], which is the name for the standardized I=O format and libraries, also
possesses a generalized collaboration mechanism of multiple modules in a distributed computing en-
vironment, employing the CORBA technology. The CORBA is embedded in the ADVENTURE IO
libraries as illustrated in Fig. 9 [21]. By virtue of the mechanism, the modules can directly com-
municate among others in a parallel and distributed environment in a uniIed manner, which results
in easy collaboration of multiple modules for coupled analyses [14] and optimization calculations
[26].

3.5. Shape optimization

Owing to the standardization of I=O format and libraries, modules are easily integrated in several
ways. Optimization calculations are easily performed by combining the ADVENTURE’s pre-,main-
and post-modules with Optimization modules. In the project, we are developing two kinds of design
optimization modules. One is a module for parametric optimization, named the ADVENTURE Opt,
which is designed and programmed based on an object-oriented approach. The module implements
various optimization algorithms including mathematical programming, gradient-based methods, sim-
ulated annealing, genetic=evolutionary algorithms.

The other is the nonparametric shape optimization module based on the traction method [1], which
assures the smoothness of boundaries during shape varying processes. With this module, we can solve
volume minimization problems of linear elastic continua under constraint on mean compliances with
respect to given external forces. Reshaping is accomplished by the traction method in which boundary
value problems of partial diKerential equations are deIned, the shape gradient on the boundary is
then evaluated and the boundary is varied by acting the traction in proportion to the negative value
of the shape gradient.
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Fig. 10. History of CG residuals via iterations.

4. Numerical examples

As the Irst example, we performed a static stress analysis of a simpliIed model of a nuclear
pressure vessel with a 100 million DOF mesh [17]. Fig. 10 shows a history of CG residual plotted
against CG iterations. Using a Hitachi SR2201 with 1024 PEs, it took 2:1 h for 421 CG iterations
to attain a solution with a residual of 10−3. A preliminary study shows that the CG residual of
10−3 was suJcient to attain converged solutions of displacements in a practical sense [23]. Parallel
performance was 82.3%.

The second example is a static stress analysis of a 60 million DOF mesh for a precise model
of an advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) vessel using the Hitachi SR2201 with 1024 PEs.
Fig. 11(a) shows a CAD model created with MicroCADAM=Helix, and Fig. 11(b) shows a mesh of
second-order tetrahedral elements generated by ADVENTURE TriPatch and ADVENTURE TetMesh.
The former module is for surface triangle patch generation, while the latter is for tetrahedral mesh
generation. Fig. 11(c) shows 40 parts of the HDDM model decomposed by ADVENTURE Metis.
Fig. 11(d) shows stress distributions on the surface of the vessel. As a model analysis, uniform
displacement-controlled compressible load was applied to the edge of one of the nozzles. It took
19:3 h for 2043 CG iterations to attain a solution with a residual of 10−3. An ordinary PC or a PC
cluster was used for pre- and post-processes. A whole pre-process of this model excluding a CAD
process took one day, while the visualization of surface stress distribution took about a few minutes.

The third example is an elasto-dynamic analysis of an ancient Roman dome Pantheon (see
Fig. 12) subjected to El Centro NS earthquake loading. This is a hypothetical problem. A 2.44
million DOF mesh is used. Time increment is 0:01 s. Fig. 13 shows 14 parts of the mesh. Time his-
tory of displacement at a middle point of the cylinder portion is shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows the
deformation after 2 s. Fig. 16 show a stress distribution on a vertical cross-section. Calculation time
is 4 min=step using a cluster of 24 Alpha 21164 (533 MHz; 1 GB). A whole calculation time for
200 time steps is 13:5 h. Although concrete behaviors are nonlinear, material properties are assumed
to be isotropic for the purpose of demonstration [13].
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(a) CAD model of ABWR vessel (b) 60 million mesh of ABWR vessel

(c) 40 parts of HDDM (d) Stress distribution on the surface of ABWR model

Fig. 11.

The fourth example is a nonparametric shape optimization of support structure of express way
as shown in Fig. 17 [12]. Fig. 18 shows a mesh with one million DOFs. The bottom surface is
completely Ixed, its right-hand surface was Ixed in one direction, and both edges of the I-shape
beam were Ixed in one direction. Uniform pressure was applied to the top surface of the I-shape
beam. In this analysis, a PC cluster consisting of 10 PCs (Alpha 21264 (667 MHz; 1 GB)) was
used. Fig. 19 shows the obtained optimized shape. For one iteration of the traction force method,
the main portion of the traction force method took only 197 s, while the portion of the parallel Inite
element analyses took 77; 058 s. To get the optimized shape, three iterations for the traction force
method were needed. It means that 15 times of the parallel Inite element analysis with a one million
DOF mesh were needed.
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(a) Exterior (b) Interior

Fig. 12. An ancient Roman dome, Pantheon.

Fig. 13. 14 parts of a 2.44 million mesh of Pantheon.

Fig. 14. Displacements vs. time.
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Fig. 15. Deformation of Pantheon after 2 s.

Fig. 16. Stress distribution along vertical cross section.

Fig. 17. Support structure of express way.
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Fig. 18. One million mesh of support structure.

Fig. 19. Optimum shape.

5. Conclusions

The present paper describes the module-based parallel computational mechanics system for large-
scale analysis and design named ADVENTURE. After describing the design concept of the
system, some key technologies employed to develop the system are presented, i.e., a parallel solver
based on the hierarchical domain decomposition, standardization of I=O format and libraries, the
parallel domain decomposer and the parallel visualizer. Practical performances of the ADVENTURE
system are demonstrated through some static and dynamic analyses, and shape optimization calcula-
tion of 3D precise models with one million to 100 million DOF meshes.
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The � version of the ADVENTURE system has been released from the project website as free
source programs since December 1, 2000 [3]. About 520 registered users in academia and industries
are now testing the programs, while one private company has developed and released its commercial
version named ADVentureCluster in May 2001 [19,20].
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